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Might Makes Write

Vol. 33, No. II

January 16, 1985

The University of Michigan Law School

Law School Fake Dupes
Aid Office For A Loan
By Andrea Lodabl

WiUiam Douglas Street, a master
imposlerwho obtained an emergency
loan from theU-M Law School Finan
cial Aid Office last year, entered guilty
pleas December 26 on charges of ut
tering and publishing, and obtaining

Financial
Ai d
Orficer
Sandy
Whitesell explained that the $800.00
loan, issued in 1983 by the Financial Aid

Several years ago he volunteered as a
legal researcher for the Detroit Depar

office in the belief that Street was a law
student. was covered by insurance and

be a U-M law student.
Street's career as an Impostor bas
been a long and colorful one. His most
famous exploit was posing as Jerry
LeVias. a Houston Oilers wide receiver,
and showing up at a Detroit Tigers

money under false pretenses, before
Circuit Judge Henry T. Conlin in AM

Ellen Deason

Research
do you

know that would willingly give up
lifetime

of

researching

::.ooplankton to come to law

See I!'tlPOSTER, Page four

ainica�

Street, who is nothing if not cool,
politely instructed the Circuit Judge on
the permissibility of waiving the
preseolencing

report.

Conlin

Face Large

told

waive the reporl Street cited two
cases of the Michigan Court of Appeals
ruling that defendants could waive the
report. Said Street, "I am not a lawyer
but I have had some opportunity to do
legal research."

of rhe Law Review, she spends

Street was returned to the area to an
swer these charges after being ap
prehended in New Haven, Connecticut,
where he was posing as a Yale Medical
School student. He was arrested there

most of her waking hours down

for forgery as well.

school? Ellen Deason traded the
mysteries of the ocean for the
subterranean. As Editor in Chief

on Sub-3.

release announcing LeVias' arrival.

Enrollment

Street, who was represented by a public
defender, that it would be illegal to •

But ...
a

training camp asking for a tryout in
1970.
The Tigers sent out a press

with the loan incident and the forgery of

T h e two charges could
carry a maximum sentence of 24 years
in prison.

Ocean

How many people

Arbor.
The charges were filed in connection
a S600 check in the name of U-M law
student Daniel Schnee, as drawer.

It Ain't

The RG '.r Ruth Milk

man interviewed Deason in an at
tempt to find out what she ac
tually does down there in that lit
tle

office

which

says,

"I

brake

for

RG:

What wert> you doing before

quahogs"

on the door.
you came to law sch ool?
ED: I had a master's degree in
oceanography, and then l worked for
about six years doing basic scientific
research in a university laboratory.
When I decided not to go on and get a
PH.D., I made a sidestep into
coastal zone management.
From
there I came to law sc.hool.
RG: What will you do when you

graduate'l

�D: I'm not really sure, I'd like to
�md some way to combine it, maybe
m the State Department division of
Oceans and Environment.
I'm

hoping that I'IJ be able to find a way
to put the two things together. l
.
thmk that there's a real lack of
commu nication between lawyers
and scientists. There aren't enough
people who are trained in both fields.
RG:

Do you think that your clen
tiric training helped you in law

school?

'cc OEASON. Page 5

tment of Human Rights pretending to

By Steve llunter

William Douglas Street
that aU but fifty doUars-tbe deductible
on the insurance policy-has been
recovered.

The

impostor

was

discovered when the loan came due and
was not repaid.
It is not the first time that Street has
impersonated a Michigan law student.

In recenl

ye:!!"S {i,ere

has been a

rising demand for clinic type classes at
the University of Michigan Law School.
Trial Practice is one example. Even
though the class is offered over spring
break, the number of people interested
in the class has been surprisingly high.
Kris Munroe, the Law Sc.hool Recor
der, said that even the administration
didn't expect 123 people to sign up. "We
were very surprised by it. We didn't

E.O. Students 'Bic'-er

know how tbe idea of a one week, Inten
se seminar would go over." Some of the
surprise has been due to inconsistent

By David B. Sickle
Thursday, December 13, at llie end of
last
Enterprise
semester's

demand in the long run. According to
Dean Sue Eklund, "student desire

Organizations exam, the proctor in
structed the students to stop writing
and turn in their exams. "The exam is
over. Put down your pens. Now."
Sounds like a pretty bright line, no?
NO! Trade usage in the law school has
given this phrase many meanings:
"Finish

word
{sentence>
the
(paragraph) (question) you are now

"YoQ may continue writing until I per
sonally come and confiscate your exam
or until I threaten to tattle-tale on you."
5.3.4 Rats; Behavior.
Moles often exltibir bellg
i ere.nr behavior rhar

is cotmterprodurth•e to rhe speries. The beh(lllior
is mimicked by lesser spec1mens and is trans
fonned info viotenre, aggression.

Suddenly, last semester, the end-of-the
exam rule was stretched to its absolute
See F IN A L, Page four

writing," or "Five more minutes," or

changes from year to year, although its
been consistently higher the last few
years."
Even with the unexpected response,
the University was able to place
roughly half the students who were in
terested in the class. Also, according to
Eklund, "lf this (lies there's reason to
believe we might be able to accomodate
more (students')." With such a large
See WEEKEND. Page four

Profs Re-use Exams Yet
Professors James Martin and John
Reed re-used old exam questions on last
semester's final exams f o r Civil
Procedure ll, then decided not to count
the answers to the recycled questions.

had used the question, were aU num
bered and I believed them to be
secure," he explained in a telephone in
terview Friday. "I also changed a few
facts in the question. But after the
exam, a student came up to me and in

Professor Reed used a question on his
Civil Procedure II final that bad been

formed me that he had a Xerox copy of

�ut on reserve two years ago as a prac
tice exam Cor Civil Procedure I studen

examination."

the old question with him during the
Reed decided that he

would have to exclude the question for

to re-use the question, he checked into
his records to see if the exam had been

grading purposes.
REED IS TAKING several measures
to insure that Civ Pro ll students will

released. "The old exams, on which I

not suffer as a result of the mixup.

ts. When Reed decided that he wanted

"If

Again

the grade I arrive at on the basis of the
other questions is unsatisfactory-say
below a C-then I will look at the flrst
question to see if I can use that to pull it
up," he explained. "It was also the first
question, and as you know people tend
to spend too much time on that
question, so I will look at the exam as a
whole to try to determine whether the
individual student devoted more time to
the first question. U so I will take that
into account," Reed said.
See PROFS, Page lour
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In The Real World,
The Poor Need Guns

Photography: Dtan Bruza

GroohiC"s: Eric Hard. Anhur leaal

Stoff· 10m Cahill, Bob Hafner. M1rk Harris,
Don lukorr, J<W Mauarest, Lit Mc:Co). £Iizabeth
Puc()(k, Elluhrthanne Such10ala, Joel Well�.

By Dave Kopel

Ruth Milkman. Bruer Vitlmelli. Curol Shepherd,

As a member of the American Civil Liberties
Union for the past seven years, and as a lifetime
Democrat. I've been distressed by the Reagan
Meese-Bork assault on civil rights and civil liber
ties. Unfortunately, part of the reason that Reagan
has gotten awav with as much abuse of the BiJI of
Rights as he has is that the people w h� defend lhe

Jil!l Komie
The Res Oalll< b

Pllblbhtd ••••r Wtdn<..U�

dwms th< school yw by

Jlud<nu a1 Ihe Uni"""'Y of 1.1J<hopn lu Sdlool OponiOns aproJtd in

bylintd at11dcs atcthos< of lhc a111hon. .nd do 001

....,..unly r<P<tscnl

tb< opinion Of tht tdnonal soaff Artod<S IN) be repnnltd wilhouo per·
mwlon. proYidtd lht aulhor and chi' newspaper llf< crtdutd and n«intd.

Mtillns addrtu: R-.. .aotl Huoch olls Hall. UDo"mlly of 1.1odupn,u..

School, Ann Art>or. Ml 4&10&-12U. Pbon< I)IJ)76).0Jll.
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So Stop Re-Using
Them Already!!!
Does exam re-use ring a bell?

If you ex

perience a sense of deja vu on hearing about
exam re-use at this time of year, it may be
because this time last year we were making
the same complaint. What's worse, we were
making it about some of the same people.
Professor Martin, one of last year's exam
re-use offenders, managed to do it again.
And Professor Reed also re-used an old
question and had to throw out the answer in
computing grades.
We don't want to make a boring litany of
this, but there's just no excuse for reusing an
old exam.

The chance of someone getting

an unfair advantage is too great.

Perhaps

not because they have chosen to steal instead of to
work, but because they are reacting in understan
dable rage against a government that <in Kenneth
Clark's view> "humiliates" them by giving them in
ferior education and insufficient welfare payments.
And the victims of the hoodJums can't defend
themselves; only the government, in the Cuomo
view, has the right to use force. So in one sense, the

establishment liberal reactaon to Goetz i s nothing
Bill of Rights - the ACLU and its liberal allies worse than the outdated liberal habit of shifting all
have gotten lost in elitism. The issues of gun control
responsibility from individuals to the government.
and self-defense provide a case in point.
But there is a more disturbing understde to the
Most of the time, the ACLU takes the broadest eastern liberal establishment's reaction to Goetz.
possible approach to constitutional language: the Safe in apartments �ired by burglar alarms and
right to "freedom of speech" includes the right to protected by doormen. or traveling around New
express oneself through homosexual conduct; the

right of the people "to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers and effects" means that the gover
nment can never listen to a telephone call made
from a public phone booth; "the enumeration of

York city by taxicab, the penthouse liberals can of
fer pieties about the value of human life of career
criminals. Meanwhile people like Goetz, who are
stuck in marginal neighborhoods <like 14th Street,

where Goetz Jives) and have to take the subway
because they can't afford taxis, are the ones who
disparage others" means that minors have a right
live every day in fear of crime. While offering ex
to government-funded abortion without parental cuses for "victims of society" like muggers, pen
consent.
thouse liberals sneer at the working poor for
wearing polyester and for holding on to traditional
But when it comes to the second amendment, the
values.
ACLU strives for the most niggardly interpretation
certian rights" not to be "construed to deny or

possible. Relying exclusively on original intent. the
ACLU and other liberals conclude that the second
amendment protects only firearm ownership by lhe
National Guard. Not only is the ACLU's reliance on

The people who need to defend themselves again
st crime aren't the penthouse liberals- who can af
ford private security measures and who get ready
help from the oolice. The people who most need to

The people who need to defend themselves against
crime aren't the pen thouse liberals - who can af
ford private security measures

and who get ready

it's a long shot that anyone will have a

help from the police. The people who most need to

prepared answer, but why take the risk?

use firearms to defend themselves are the poor -

We suspect that the main motivation for
re-using an old exam is twofold:

first, a

professor hates to put away an exam whose
results were especially pleasing.

Second,

grading is simplified if there is a frame of
reference

including

not

only this year's

exams but the best responses of years past as
well.

In other words, the professor knows

with more certainty what kind of an answer
he or she is looking for.
What's especially disturbing is that if the
latter reason is a strong one, then students
may be competing with non-classmates,
being held up to a higher standard than that
which prevails in their actual class.

Cer

tainly professors would try to avoid such
unfair comparisons, but memories of our
standing answers from the past are unlikely
to disappear.

the people

who live in neighborhoods

enough political influence to get good police protec
tion.
original intent a sharp contrast from Lhe typical
ACLU argument that we should look to the broad
purposes of the framers and let our Constitution
hve and grow, the ACLU approach is dubious
historically. The word ''militia" <from ''A well
regulated militia, being necessary to lhe security of
a free state ... '' > had a far broader meanmg in 1791
than the ACLU recognizes. And Samuel Adams.
from whom Madison derived the Bill of Rights.
demanded that "the said constitution <before the
Bill of Rights was added) be never construed ... to
prevent the people of the United States who are
peaceable citizens, from keeping their own arms."
Butlbe real problem of the ACLU and many of its
liberal allies I especially the eastern ones) isn't that
they misread the second amendment, it's that they
condemn so vehemently those who use firearms in
self-defense. Consider the Bernhard Goetz case.

efforts to create fair results out of a re-used

When four teenagers tried to hold Goetz up on the
subway. he pulled out a gun and shot them. Three of
the teenagers had prior criminal records; all were

exam , the risk of unfairness
can never be
.

While the vast majority of New Yorkers applauded

No matter how scrupulous the post-hoc

dismissed.

The only safe course is to write a

new question every course, every year. In an
environment

where

students

are

all

too

frequently mystified by their grades to begin
with, professors owe it to them to test them
with an original, fully graded examination.

without

armed with concealed sharpened screwdrivers.
Goetz for defending himself, established liberals
Mario Cuomo and Ed Koch, alon� with academics
like Kenneth Clark. reacted in horror
In some ways, the Cuomo and company reaction
was just another aspect of the theory that lhe
government is responsible for everything. If
teenagers decide to become career criminals, it's

use firearms to defend themselves are the poor
the people who

live in neighborhoods without

enough political innuence to get good police protec
tion. These are the people who reject the tenets of
liberal sociology: people who work all their lives in
lousy. low-paying jobs. because they believE
some moral choices are better than others and that
even poor people have a moral obligation to stand
on their own feet. rt's no wonder that the Congress
on Racial Equality was the first group to offer to
pay for a lawyer for Goetz.
The ACLU and

other establishment liberals

ignore one of the most fundamental human rights of
all: the right to defend oneseli and one's property.
Hobbes and Locke recognized that when a gover
nment's ability or will to impose order collapses (as
it has in much of New York City l, the individual has
the right to protect himself with force.
In my home state of Colorado, and elsewhere in
the Rocky Mountain West, Democratic liberals like
Gary Hart, Richard Lamm. and Bruce Babbit avoid
the elitist mistakes of some of their eastern coun
terparts. While Western liberals fight against the
horrible conditions in the ghettos, they don't sink in
to paralyzing guilt and rationalization. They ap
plaud sel£-sufficiency - including the self
sufficiency that comes £rom gun ownership and self
defense. lf the Democratic party is to regain

national leadership, the party's eastern faction
must get re-acquainted with the common sense of
the American people. A good start would be to
recognize the validity of the use of force in self
defense.

Ge rstmann C riti cize s Public Interest Pan
you don't have to believe unions, environmental

By Evan Gerstmann
This piece is in response to Andrea Lodahl's ar·
ticle, 'Polarization Politics" <RG, Nov. 28.1984). l n
the article, Andrea suggests that some students who

protection groups, and ACLU etc. are always on the
right side of every issue to want to work for them.

You can't jump from saying "aU institutions are
nawed" to saying therefore there are no institutions
or causes which are clearly more worthwhile than

advocate public interest concerns have polarized
the student body into two distinct camps. Andrea

others. If we don't think about and develop strong

makes three broad points that I find troubling.

ideas about who we want to work for then we'll just
work for whoever pays best or whoever interviews
here.

She says, "Not every action a businessman wants
1 feel that this sort of
to take is immoral."

statement IS setting up strawmen to knock them
down. Not a single public-interest oriented student I

Thirdly, and most importantly, Andrea says she
deplores "pseudo-moralistic bigotry regarding
career choices." There is an important distinction

know believes or even comes close to believing all

business transactions are immoral. Most people
who object to going into corporate law object to the

which needs to be made. I don't condemn people for
working for corporate law firms because that ·s

near-monopoly wealthy interests have in recetving
high-quality legal services, while most people have
extremely limited access to legal services. There

what they know they really want to do with their
lives.
However, students here are subjected to
tremendous pressure to work for corporate law fir·
ms for reasons of money, outstanding loans, status,
peer pressure, parental expectations and other fac·

are many strong arguments for going into public in·
ter�st work and it is intellectually dtshonest to side·
step those issues by portraying pubhc·interest ad·
\'OCates as having a child-like notion of good guys
and bad guys, evll corporations and mnoc�nt vic·

tors. I think it's terrible that those pressures chan-

nel so many people into work for firms that serve,
with the exception of a small pro bono allowance,
only the very wealthy. What Andrea's article does

tims.

Secondly Andrea says, "Many sleazy deals are

is to look at the beliefs-that it is important to
provtde good legal service to the non-wealthy: that

cut m social services agenctes. pubhc defender offices and labor unions too. It is far too simplistic to
suggest that rights are only endangered by corporations.'' Again this is a straw-man argument:

Lodahl

going to work for corporate law firms.
If we're going to develop better communication

between people who choose different career paths it
will probably have to be initiated by the much

larger group who are currently planning to work for
corporate law firms. Most of the public interest

people I know are soft-spoken people who rarely
discuss their career choices with others. If those of
us who are more vocal sometimes seem overly
moralistic or strident remember to keep in mind
how aggressive the general style of argument is in
this school on any topic. Also people who hold

minority points of view often come across as
moralistic because they are trying to convince
others to change their minds.
1 think the student body here would benefit as a
whole from greater discussion between students
with strongly differing views as to what kind of
lawyers they want to be. You don't have to t.e parlicularly liberal or left-wing to believe that a large

segment of society and many important issues don't
receive adequate attention from the legal system.

Certainly it's a matter for debate what the best
ways are for us as lawyers to fulfill the obligations

we feel as thinking, caring people.
debatable what those obligations are.

It's even
Let's have

it's a bad thing that there's so much pressure to go
into these jobs-and turns these beliefs into
sweepmg moral condemnations of everyone who's

that debate. What better time is there to discuss
and argue among ourselves what kind of lawyers we
want to be than the present?

.
.
.
the ethteaI eIement m any career you constde r a s an
.
tmportant factor. As does Evan, I feel that the
· lerest careers as a who1e do have a mora1
pu bl.tc m

Vtew
am plays a
Th�re's no doubt that the mainstre
.
.
.
.
·
pressur'tng,
negat1ve ro1e m unf all'1y oslracumg,
.
.
' mterest s1ud ts at the law
bltc
and n.dicul g the
;
ym
as
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v
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�e with the
fo
·
. �
� nority . and
f
g
m
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1
l
'
a
c
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1
o
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1
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psvchol ogtcal rea 1 1 es have a l ol '.o d o w-1th tht's too..

Responds: Mea Culpa, But ....

B� Andrea Lodahl
.
Thts week an article by Evan Gerslmann appears
·
·
· · ·
·
·
crtttctztng
a ptece
I wrote c o m p1a m m g o f

edge. and that the wealthy and powerful are over-

polarization between the public-interest oriented
students at the Law School and those not so inclined.
Many of his criticisms of the article are well taken:
"
·catU�IZ
· d ''slr w
a
can_
the u�e
e
a
�
�
� _
� �
rhetoncaI evtce IS a btl c eap a_n pro a lY _ un atr

represented.

original article. What bothers me is that if "they
·
· potn
· 1 f Vtew,
·
f thetr
"
et ·
th
on�mce
t
r�
�
m g
t ey re succe
on
m
.
Wh'l
1 e much of t he abyss bet ween
the sma U pu bl'tc
.
mterest group and the rest of the people here can be
�ttributed �o the tim� we live in, I fear that some of
•t at least ts a defenstve movement away from the
· t
he undect'ded
publ'c ·mterest options by persons m
1
group because of the very intensity and opposition
of the two types of legal roles which seems to be
sugges te d . It's as ·1 f 1•t•s an ·trreverst' ble, a11-or·

z��:

�

to the actual people 1 am ostenstb ly add ressmg, or

criticizing, in the article. However, several other
aspects of Evan's response raise interesting points
of agreement.

After criticizing the straw man technique and

asserting that in fact public interest people do not
make judgements about people who go into cor
porate Jaw, Evan explains that "Also people who
hold minority points of view often come across as

u�air.

we think they're wrong:
we have made a
judgement and think those persons would be right to
But it's not the fact of making a moral judgment,

Th� original draft of my "polarization"

�e��

or of expressing that judgement in some fashion in
an effort to gain recruits, that really bothers me. I
think it's entirely appropriate to make moral
judgements about all legal careers and to consider

---·

twenty upperclass students at the Law
School.
Each student will negotiate at least

two simulated problems.
One, and
perhaps both, of those negotiations will

be videotaped and analyzed by
Professors White and Watson, and by

one or more of the practitioners who
will take part in the seminar.
There will be a dinner on
Saturday evening for all seminar par
ticipants, students and faculty mem

bers.
Interested students should see
Rosemary Vicary in 307 Hutchins Hall
as soon as possible.

�0

Notic es

THIRD-YEAR STUDENTS may sign
up f o r optional Westlaw training
sessions, meeting Wednesday from
noon

to 2:00

p.m.,

outside of

the

Lexis/Westlaw room. Sessions will be
filled on a first-come, first-served

basis, and will begin January 30th.

The

SFF

Board

would

like

to

acknowledge t h e following l a w firms
which have recently made a direct con·

tribution to t h e S F F employer
solicitation program.
We are most
�rateful for their support:

Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering

Washington, D.C.
Titchell, Maltzman, Mark et a!.
San Francisco, California

Brownstein, Hyatt, Farber & Madden

Denver. Colorado
law firms are now participating in the SFF pro�ram.
f'ifty-nine

0

p1ece was a fifteen-page, scrupulously even-handed,
painfully dull criti�ism of everyone f_or _being_ too ingroupy. It couldn t be used, but thts ts an tssue I
_
really
strongly about and wa�ted to wrtte on_.
So I �atd who am I rea!IY mad at
do I_ feel 18
·
.
makmg tt �arder to brtdge th� gap
O�vtOusly,
·
my conclusiOn was that the gap ts more attrtbutable
to the public interest people and 1 still hold that

abandon their views and adopt our own.

9, 1985. There will be no charge and no
Law School credit. It will be limited to

0 :-0

nothing decision. Does this characterization serve
either students or the public interest?
. ..
.
.
Pla� mg the �espons_tb�hty for the gulf enttr_el!' on
_
those mvolved m pubhc mterest groups ts deftmtely

moralistic because they're trying to convince others
to change their minds." No doubt. Most often we
try to change other people's points of view because

1WO DAY COURSE in negotiation skills-A
negotiation seminar will be held on
Saturday, March 8 and Sunday, March

In fact, l specifically said so in my

P�

� ���

It might be called "sell-out guilt." Maybe that's
even part of my motivation. The issue is still what
to d abo ut 1.1 ho;t0 diml01·sh the sense of two cam'
rate
arena where co
es f
c
My
shall never mee
ic � r
t
w
.
of dramatic
1
own expertence te11s me that that k'nd
.
.
by those who see
JUXtapost'ti on ts more often made
.
.
.
themselves _ a s an embat_Ued mmonty. 1 sttll feel
,
that I ve wttnessed a fatlure of outreach that has
Y on
made everyone los�. and I P1ace r es ponsibillt
.
.
ten·
chqutsh
,
oulgroup
mgroup/
reduce
to
us
o�
all

0

i.

la ���� ��: � :S�

denctes based on career paths.
Evan ends his article by urging a dialogue betMy
een publlc interest people and the rest.
It
seems
such.
of
Jack
the
about
was
article
riginal
that perhaps we agree on the central problem and
only disagree on who to blame. In the end that matters a lot less than what to do about it. Let's all keep

;

on trying to create bridges. Right now, most
of the law students are viewing two extremes,
choosing the mainstream one, and letting go of
many of the values and goals they n ce held·
That's tragic.

0

---

THE L.S.S.S. SOCIAL COMMITTEE is
Ap·
seeking additional members.
plications are available in the Senate

office, 2nd floor Hutchins Hall.
THERE ARE OPENINGS for three fir

st-year students and one second-year
student on the Student Funded
Fellowships Board. Interested persons
should contact Rick Werner (994--3265)

or Karen Baril (971-8617) as soon as
oossible.

FffiST-YEAR STUDENTS may sign up
Westlaw
training
in
the
for
Lexis/WesUaw room on Sub-2 during
the posted consulting hours, starting on
Sunday, January 20. Training sessions

will begin on January 27th. Students
must present their student 10 when
signing up. Training is required by all

case

0

clubs for

assignment.

the Westlaw library

FirSl year students-On-campus inter
views will be conducted on February 7,

8, 14, 15, 21 and 22. Please stop by the
Office for more infor

Placement
mation.

Second and Third year students-there
will be a few employers coming to
campus to interview 2nd and 3rd year
students. Please check the bulletin
board outside Room 210. Many em
ployers write us during winter term

looking for 2nd and 3rd year students.

Please check the job board by Room

210. Also, please fill out the pink form
available in the Placement office and in

front of Room 100.
H you have accepted a job offer, please
let the Placement Office know by filling
out the job acceptance form avaUable

in the Placement Office and in front of
Room 100.

Final Sparks Law Review Wrestling Match
£rom pagr onr

limit-and beyond. At the end of the
E.O. exam, Fred "Bright Line" Codner
took the law into his own han
ds-hterally. (I think we're supposed
to call this "Alternative Dispute
Resolution.") Codner was walking up
to hand in his exam when he spotted
Greg Baruch, a.k.a. "Bend 'em".
furiously scribbling away. ignoring the
emptying room.
Codner snatched Baruch's pen and
continued up the aisle. As "Bright
Line" Codner recalls, "He came at me
like a dinosaur! You shoulda seen it! I
wish I wasn't involved so I coulda seen
it." (Too late, Freddy. What's done is
done. Like exams, sort of.) Anyway.
"Bend 'Em" Baruch chased "Bright
Line" Codner to the front of the room
where the two began fighting at the
podium for the pen. The proctor stood
by, incredulous.
Witnesses say it
looked like an old Errol Flynn movie:
Baruch beating Codner's pen-wielding
hand against the lectern, trying to
make Codner release the mightiest
sword.
9.1.11 Rots; Reproduction.
When afemale ISm estnJs

the Oflgresslve

males mil)' connmtrute so nmrowly M

ropu
latUig wuh her that the/I!Tnole often IS IJift alone

klu/f! tM moles compete

The femok indu

crumnl11e/_1 chooses a lesser S{J«<mf!ll as hu
mote.

Codner and Baruch prepared for the
exam together. The dispute was repor
ted to have ils origins in a tardy section

of a group outhne prepared by �ir.
Baruch
Both students are Associate
Ed1tors of the �1ich1gan Law Review.

CompetitiOn anmhllotes f'l.'t'n

the \I('Wnous
compe(l(ur in a dosed rnmmunm

Baruch's pen could not withstand the
It broke. Codner lay at the
podium, giggling nervously. Baruch
jumped up, cussing Codner, and raced
back to his seat. <Why rush, Greg?
Take all the time you need.> "Bend
'Em" Baruch produced another pen
and sal down. C\Vbere was the extra
pen a moment ago, Greg?) HE BEGAN
TO WRITE AGAIN!! CBut Greg, the
exam's been over for a few minutes by
now! )
"Bright Line" Codner, no longer
giggling, implored the proctor, still in
credulous, to put an end to the travesty
The proctor politely reminded Mr.
Baruch that the exam was over. but of
course '·Bend 'em" Baruch continued
to write his exam!!!
It was not until yet another "request"
that Baruch had said his piece. The
exam had been over for at least a few
minutes. Later, still cussing Codner for
intruding, Baruch went to Codner's
carrel and vandalized Codner's Bruce
Lee poster. aemarked Codner "Bruce
is my hero. He don't take no guff from
no one neither."

beating

I
·....

t

.�
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Weekend Litigation
Clinic Scheduled
from page one

amount of student interest, priorities
had to be established.
Munroe ex
plained, "U you've had a practical
course, you're automatically put at the
bottom of the wait list. People who
were graduating soonest and hadn't
bad a practical course would be at the
top of the wait list."
There has not always been a student
overflow for clime type classes.
however. Fall-term, with interviewing
and other pressures, tends to evoke a
smaller student interest in clinic. Also,
according to Eklund, "Seven years ago
we greatly expanded the number of
clinics we were offering. After about
two terms we couldn't begin to fill
those." The reason for the inconsisten
cy isn't known.
Dean Cooper acknowledges that not
all faculty give practical experience
courses their full support, but states

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in

Dublin
London
Mexico City
Oxford
Paris
Russia-Poland
San Diego
,:O,t:•Un L.•� Ptvgraf1
Un•• ol S.n O•trgO Stho)OI t' la,.
Alta•• Part. :>�n D•&IICI CA 9? I' 0

clinic "is accepted without significant
question." Eklund also admits, "the
enthusiasm about clinic among faculty
is definitely not uniform."
The administration is planning a two
day, intensive course in developing
negotiation skills for the weekend of
March eighth and ninth of this term in
response to student demand. There will
be no charge and no law school credit,
and the class will be limited to twenty
upperclass law students. The class,
which is taught by Professors J.J.
White and Walson, involves simulated
problems, videotapes of the students'
performances, and outside prac
titioners.
Students interested in the
program should contact Rosemary
Vicary in 307 Hutchins Hall as soon as
possible.

Profs Recycle Exams

From Page Onr

Professor James A. Martin used a
question which was "essentially the
same" as the second part of a question
used in a previous year, to which an an
swer had been distributed via the
reserve desk. Marlin explained in an
mterview by telephone Tuesday that
this incident was less disastrous than
last year's exam re-use because this
time the question involved was only
one-sixth of the total exam grade
In scoring the exam. Martin included
the question to determine which exams

were allected oue "ay or the other by
the question. Only one exam turned out
to have a lower grade because of the in
clusion· that exam was graded with the
question thrown out.
Martin commented. "Needless to
say, I'm going to be more careful in the
future." In comparison to last year's
students who worked out a similar set
of problems with Professor �1artin, he
said this year's were "the most friendly
and constructive group I've dealt with
about 1l. . I thmk everyone went away
satisfied.''

Imposter Poses As Law Student
from page one

Later, when they discovered the imper
sonation, they paid for Street's plane
ticket home. Street also has posed as a
Time Magazine reporter. asking for
and receiving a tryout w1th the Boston
Red Sox. He has posed as an attorney
on several occasions and once as a doc
tor at the Henry Ford Hospital He also
once claimed to be a Michigan football
player, showmg up for the North-South
college all star game 10 1970
In 1973, Street was convicted of <'Xtor
lion for making death threat!. a�amst
the wtfe and children of forme,. Drtroit
Tiger star Willie Horton. demandmg
$20,000 not to carry them out. The j<ul
sentence for extortion dtdn't Cl'amp h1s

style either. In 1974 he escaped, and
was caught and re-sentenced to ad
ditional time. He escaped again in 1980.
he has been m and out of prison for
various criminal conv1ctions.
Law student Daniel Schnee. 3L, was
Street's roommate and the v1ctim of
the forgery. Street also used Schnee's
name to obtain the emergency loan
rrom the law school Schnee declined
to comment Tuesday

Whitesell hastened to reassure
Michigan students about secur1tv at the
Financial Aiel office. "I don;l want
students to worry about security,..
Whitesell said in an interview Thursday.
"We don't have a secunty problem up
here "

This rt•port drew

Jwa\·ill upon

stories by Julie Wiernik of the Ann
Arbor \"ew.�. pub/Bhed on l\·m·em

Hr used a similar modus operandi at
Yale th1s ye-:tr, where he obtamed iden
tification and other credentials by usmg
the name of a bona fide student

ber 28, "lm·ember
and December
\'ew5.

29. December 14,
20 in the Ann Arbor

1!\.es �.esta.e
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Deason TradesPlankt onjo r Edits
From PaA"e One
E D : Very much so.
I think that
reading scientific articles is a really
good training for being critical. It's

the same kind of careful attention to
detail.
RG: Do you think coming to law
school with a lot of work experiencf'
behind you helped?
ED: I think that helps too. It's a lit·
tie different when you're giving up a

good-paying job, in deciding that
you're going back to school, you're
making a sacrifice.
So I was
probably more serious about it. I
came intending to set aside three
years.
RG: Have you liked law school?
ED: Most people won't admit it. but

I have to. I really have enjoyed it. I
was surprised, because a lot of
scientiSts have a very bad opinion of
lawyers They're just regarded as
somewhat a lesser profession.
RG: How much time do you think you
spend a week on the law review?

I've never figured it out. . . J
think I'm afraid to.
RG: Do you find it hard to keep up
ED:

with your classes?
ED: I try to go to all my classes. I
also try to get enough sleep and eat.
That's really about all I do.

RG: Do you ever go to the movies?

RG:

J went to one movie fall term,
at Thanksgiving. l t sounds bad. It's
not because what I'm doing is in

opened a lot or doors for you?

ED:

teresting. I was thinking about this
the other day and 1 realized that
nothing 1 ever do for the rest of my
life will be as absorbing as this, and
that's good in that if I work in a Jaw
firm it will seem easier. It's also
bad in that l have this very high
standard . . . I can do this for a year.
I could not live this way forever.
And 1 think I can also do it because

I've done a lot of things in the past,
that I know I can pick up again.
RG:

What do you really do. in an

average day?
ED:

I do a fair amount of ad

ministrative detail, just keeping
things going at the moment. This
morning we had an electrical plug
shortout, and I bad to get hold of the
electrician, and put a sign up so that
no one killed themselves. The most
important thing I do is edit virtually
everything we publish. And that's
very time consuming.
RG:

ED:

Has being Editor in Chi e f

Undoubtedly.

The clerkship

(Deason will be clerking for Judge
Harry Edwards of the D.C. circuit)
is a tremendous opportunity.
It
opens the possibility of teaching. . . I
think in terms of a standard law firm
job it opens a lot of doors.
But
because I'm not sure that that's
what I want to do, while I think it's

still an advantage. it's less of an
automatic ticket in other areas of
law. The experience that I'm get
ting is far more of an open ticket. . .
but it's crazy to ignore the ticket.
RG: It hasn't made you think, "Oh,
I collld make S50,000 a year in a law

firm . I should take that''?

It's much more subtle than
that. When I came to law school, I
ED:

bad no intention of ever going to New
York anyway . . . it's more a subtle
pressure o f what's expected o f
someone who's an editor in chief.
R G : Wbat•s it like to be editor in
chief?

ED: I still say dumb things in class

How is it being a woman

Editor in Chief?
ED: I don't think it's really affected

things. The thing that l Cind most
unusual is that more than half of the
editorial board are women.

like everyone else. l am aware that
what I do and say is more Visible.
It's
That's not a great burden.
something 1 certainly wouldn't seek
out under normal circumstances. l
try to deal with that by being as

White, Sax Rank With Students
By Bruce Vielmetti

Long time faculty stars Joe Sax and
J.J. White have topped the student
rankings of last winter's courses and
professors, while a couple of visiting
teachers

accounted for the lowest

rankings. The scores are based on
students' responses as recorded on the
machine-scored evaluation forms
routinely handed out during the last day
or two of classes.
Thirty-four responses lo last winter's
classes are on file in two notebooks In
room 300.
On a five point scale, ranging from
five for "Strongly Agree" to one for
"Strongly Disagree," White scored a
median of 4.88 on his Contracts class,
and garnered a whopping 4.95 on the
"Overall, this is an excellent teacher"
category. based on 89 responses.
Sax's popular environmental law
course earned a 4.82 based on 73 student
responses. Class members also marked

59 "Strongly Agree's to Sax as an ex
cellent teacher.
At
first
glance,
Prof.
Alex
Aleinikoff's 14th amendment course
appeared to be the runaway favorite,
with both course and teacher charting
out at 5.0. But those results were based
on only a single student response; since
Aleinikoff is currently on sabbatical in
England, any evaluations would be of
little help to students this semester any
way.
The same could be said about war
ning signals sent up by the survey's
losers as well, since the lowest scores
went to visitors who, it can be
presumed, will not likely be returning
soon.
Prof. Alan Hyde, visiting from
Rutgers, took low marks honors with

pleted the evaluations. Hyde's course
earned no "Strongly Agree'.'s as to its

excellence, and only three "Agree"s.
Prof.
Frank
Beytagh's
administrative law class came in with the
second poorest results in the survey,
earning a 2.76 based on responses from
62 class members. Despite the fairly
low overall rating, Beytagh's class did
win "Strongly Agree"s from three
students. Beytagh was visiting from the
University of Toledo last year, and s
i
presently with the University of
Houston.
Not aU visiting teachers fared badly.
Erica Ward's two credit class in energy
law earned a respectable 3.83 based on
32 evaluations.
Most other courses offered last win
ter placed in the 3.3 and up range, with
the exceptions of Prof. Joe Vining's en

his contracts class, that scored a 1.76
and 24 "Strongly Disagree"s that it was

William Pierce's legislation class

excellent. Fifty-eight students com-

(3.06).

terprise organizations (3.15) and Prof.

much of a normal person as I can be,
and assuming that if I act like a
normal person I'll be treated like
one.
Do you think that professors

RG:

treat you diffe re ntly ?
ED:

Faculty probably know who I

am.

I haven't felt that l've gotten

special treatment in class or special
hounding either.
I think they're
sympathetic to the pressures I'm
under but they also try to be fair
about it. I try to go to class and I
think that helps-we've had editors
in chief who never went.

Picozzi
Progress
By Mark Harris
Attorneys in former law student
James

Picozzi's

suit

against

the

University have agreed on a hearing of·
fleer to preside over the inquiry into the
fire

which

errupted

in

Picozzi's

Lawyer's Club room on March 8. 1983.
Ron Kuby, an attorney with the William
Kunstler firm representing Picozzi
stated last Friday that parties agreed
on a bearing officer in early January.
The Administrative hearing over
which the officer will preside grows out

of a $9 million suit filed by Plcom
against University officials for alleged
improprities in investigating the '83

fire. The suit also attacks Law Scllool
Dean Terrence Sandalow's refusal to
issue a letter of good standing for
Picozzi without mentioning in the letter
that some question remains concerning
Picozzi's eligibility to re-enroll at U·M.
Early last semester U.S. District
Judge John M. Fiekens ordered the U·
M officials to hold an administrative
hearing for Picozzi within one month.
However, commencement of the
hearing was delayed as a result of a
disagreement over the presiding of
fleer.
If the prospective officer accepts the
positon attorneys will then attempt to
agree on hearing procedures including
the scope of discovery and evidentiary
rules. University attorney Peter Davis
stated that the actual hearing should be
commenced sometime in February at
the law school.

Senate Addresses Exam Re- Use, Room 1 00
By Steve Hunter

The Law School Student Senate star·
ted off the new term by welcoming
everyone back. They also welcomed
back a familiar problem. that of
Professors reusing old exam questions
on current exams.
Senate Vice-President Russell Smith
brought the Issue up, describing how
Professor Martin reused an old exam
question last year as well as this last
Smith also mentioned
exam period
that Professor Reed also reused an old
question this year In response to lhts
Smtih suggested a second Student
Senate resolution reiterating "the un·
fairness of hnving old exam questions.
specifically ones with model answers."
Smtth also suggested that the resolution

specifically censure Martin.

meeting. Moody stated the committee

School-wide Loan Forgiveness Task

suggested

ought to discuss the lighting problem in

Force.

by Senate Treasurer Sheryl Moody.
Moody proposed thal a standing Exam
Grievance Committee be formed. After
further discussion of the issue, a motion
was made to have the Exam Grievance

Room 100 with Eklund, as she had in
dividually in the past. Representative
Reggie Turner observed ''It's in·

Smith,

counter in the basement and they can't

possible money donations as well as

Committee form and meet at 7:00.

afford to have good lighting in Room 100

cans were discussed for future food
drives.

AN ALTERNATIVE WA

Monday the 21st in Room 212, Hutchins
Hall. The committee will be designed
to fact-find and make suggestions to the
entire body regarding problems during
the December 1984 exam period. The
Senate generally expressed fervently
that this committee wilJ not address
grading problems.
Smith made the
committee motion which passed
unammously.
At this point Smith suggested that
Dean Sue Eklund be invited to the

teresting that they can afford a snack

where we take our exams."
ln other business, the Senators chose
their new office hours for this term.
Also, Senate Secretary Eric Hard
discussed a previously raised idea to
advertise the addresses of charttable

A SECOND MOTION was raised by

thanking

everyone who con

tributed to the success of the food drive.
The motion passed unanimously, and

Senate member

Margaret

Imber

raised lhe Idea of the Social Committee
sponsoring a dance marathon to help
raise money for SFF.
After brief
discussion. the final item of business

was ratsed by Senate President Jim
Lancaster The Senate seemed to agree

organizations involved in Ethiopia
Hard also told the Senate of another
Public Interest La\\ Conference, which

on an unspoken conscensus to adjourn

would involve the '\ationaJ Lawver's
Guild and probably be a week �fore

tn �realer detail and the meeting was

break. and a Guild related but Law

ad]ournt'd.

to the l'·Club to discuss senate matters

t'arty

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Law Student Revelry: dancing
and drinking were centerpieces
of LSS party January 1 1 .

J

Barnes and Noble
Enters the Ring
Whirr , Click and Shuffl e :
Copy Center o n Schedule
B y Bruce_Yielmetti

Still missing some Xeroxed materials
Cor your course or seminar? If so, don't
blame the copy center, even if your
professor says it's a little behind. On
Monday, copy center director Ralph
Maten said his shops were "caught up
completely," and ready to resume their
usual one day or sooner service.
The copy center location in the Legal
Research basement is only one of four
shops that serve the entire university
community, not just the law school.
employ fifteen people and put out some
30,000 copies a year overall.
Maten proudly calls it "the Cadillac"
or university copying services among
the Big Ten schools.
Though Maten "couldn't even guess"
just bow many copies the center does in
a year for the law school, he said he
thought more classroom handouts and
materials were done for it than for any
other account.
He

said

temporary

backlogs

sometimes occur at the start of the
term because professors don't always
get their requests in early. "From the
law school," Mateo said, "Most of the
stuff comes in a week after New
Year's-and everything only runs so
fast."
Ever wonder why some handouts are
nke and clear, with fuJI white margins
on

three hole paper,

while others

resemble the fuzzy gray images you
make yourself on the nickel machines
in the newspaper room?

"The quality

depends on how it comes to us, ·• Mateo

"The way we operate we don't
have time to mess with preparations.•·
So copy center poUcy dictates only
said.

separated sheets will be taken, and that
three hole paper be specifically
requested.
Despite the copy center's efforts to
provide the best service to university
accounts, it must still occasionally send

B y Steve llunler
A new alternative for law students

shopping for books is here. The recently
opened Michigan Union Bookstore in
the basement of the Union provides a
third option to the already existing

Ulrich's and University Cellar.
From the outside of the store the
place does not look all that large. Once
inside, however, one is impressed by
the roominess. Also not visible from the

outside is the second Ooor, which s
i
reached by going down the stairs inside
the store. According to store manager
Jerry Maloney, the store has 13,000
square feet.

some work out to local commercial
copy shops. And for some smaller, or
immediately needed course materials,
faculty members' secretaries may run
copies off themselves on the three
machines that serve law school ad
ministration.

plained. "When we first opened people
didn't know we were here because the
barricades were still up." Maloney
feels that the stores location will soon
cure that, though. "The food service
being on this level will help us, and it's
in the student union". Maloney also
feels that being right across from the
Jaw school and Angell Hall will help.
ALTHOUGH NOT RADICALLY dif
ferent from the other major bookstores,

the Union Bookstore tries to be service
oriented, allowing students to who want
to browse to go unhindered but main
taining enough sales staff to help
anyone who needs it. "We give the
-------

Price Comparison
Union
Constitutional Law- Lockhart, Kamisar, Choper . . $30.95
Black's Law Dictionary <paperback) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corporations - Cary, Eisenberg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$11.95

$27.50

Cellar

Llrich's

$29.40
$11.35
$26.15

S29.45
SJ1.35
$26.10

Although the copy center charges the
law school on a sliding scale-greater
quantity; lower price per copy-all law
students end up paying about three cen
ts per page for class materials. ·•we
haven't raised the price in about the
last five years," said Ann LaVacque, in
charge of sales to students.
LaVacque said smaller orders, such
as those for seminars, may have actual
costs or up to five cents a copy or more,
but are in effect subsidized by students
paying the same three cents for
materials in large classes, where the
bigger orders may result in actual copy
center costs of little as one and a half
cents per page.
"Sometimes we have to go outside (to
commercial shops>," LaVacque said,
"but we stay at three cents, because we
can't overcharge students just because
some professor is pushing us."

OF PARTICULAR INTEREST to law
students is the professional books sec
tion, located on the first level on the

west side. According to Maloney, most
law books are available now. "We do

customer the choice," Maloney said.
So far the reaction from Ulrich's and
U-Cellar has been cautious. According
to Ulrich's General Manager Tom

pretty

Musser, "it doesn't appear that it has
made any difference" but adds "it's
kind of early to tell." Lee Swenka, of U·

pleased."
Barnes & Noble also has a selection of

Cellar, also feels it is too early to teU
how The Union Bookstore will affect U

have most of them. Most of the law
school students

have

been

used books. "We got copies of the book

Cellar's

list starting in about October" Maloney

worried about what Barnes & Noble can
do given their location. This is their ftr·
st semester and 1 don't think they were
really ready this time."
Maloney feels there is room in Ann
Arbor for all three bookstores. "With

said. "We were working the booklist
through wholesalers and we had a
fairly large buy back going in Decem
ber."
Since the store opened just before the
end of last term on a limited basis, it
still

suffers

from

a

degree

of

anonymity. "People are becoming
more and more aware," Maloney ex-

business.

"We're a

little

34,000 students you can have one store
for every 10,000 students. From what
lhe people at Ulrich's told me there used
to be six bookstores in this town."

Sports

. D.�vastate Foes
Law Gold, M agnum Fish
�
By Steve Hunter
Last term's soccer playoffs saw the

law school's own Law Gold garner first
place. Gi>ing undefeated with a 7·0-1
mark, Law Gold won a barn-burner
That
final in the secono overtime.
made the Gold champions of the AllCampus League. A division.
The Gold managed the victory
without the services of captain John
Spilman, who broke his arm in the
round 16 game of the playoffs, but con·
tinued on a coach. ·'Midfield was our
best strength'' Spilman explained. The
Gold fielded Thor Fedorowycz, Oavtd
Roland, John Sedar and Bob Woodruff
at midCield to form the core of lhe team.
The Gold's one lie for the season
came against F.C. Spaz. and ended in a
3·3 deadlock. After that. however, thE'
Gold dominated until the finals, scoring
24 goals for and giving up two against in
the last six games.
Tht> final game of the season posed a
challenge to Law Gold. They took on a
group of undergrads called The Orbitals. The Gold's one regulation period
goal came from the foot of visiting LLM
student and soccer forward Dave Cam·
pbell. After the Englishman tied it, the

game went through one scoreless overlime. The deadlock was finally broken
when first-year Andy Perrin shot on cin

in
from the wing position to seal the 2-1
victory. Spilman said, ''the final was a
really good team effort."
Magnum Fish, the self proclaimed
water-polo dynasty, coasted into the intramural waterpolo finals last term.
Unfortunately, there they suffered a
small set back in the form of a 14-5
drubbing at the hands of Awesome. Cocaptain Amy Harris is quick to add
''but we're better than that," along with
a few other sports cliches like "we'll be
back next year" and "but they played
dirty."
The outspoken Harris summed up the
Joss by quoting teammate Steve
Lakind,

11.
12
14.
15.

bow refi lis
employed
for each
mvolve

Fish

were

fileted". Prior to that. the Fish played

Dirt in double sudden-death overtime
by the score of 13-11. That placed them

into the finals against Awesome.
In the final game, despite the lopsided score. Harris praised the goal

just as dirty as Awesome. . . only when
the refs aren't looking. " Despite her

The main problem, however, was the
unsportsmanlike play of Awesome.

saying "everyone played really well."

�

�:

°�

Harris believes she has found the
solution, though. "Next year we'll play

tongue-in-cheek denouncing of the victors, Harris also added "we had a fun
season," and praised the whole team,

B ang Gang Gr1• d Ch amp s
By Kevin Twining
Under the guidance of third year
mentor Pete "Rudge" Anderson, the
Bang Gang defeated a scrappy dent.al
school team in frigid weather on the
tarlan turf for the "B" l.M. football
championship 14-0.
Anoerson said of the championship
season. which capped a brilliant 3 year
career, " l just couldn't imagine a bet
ter way to end my career at UM Law. If

only mom were here."
Anderson
scored both touchdowns on long pass
receptions from quarterback Gene
Killian.

The Bang Gang's explosive offense
was aJmost throttled by lineman John

Buckley whose constant bickering with
the referees resulted in 3 touchdowns
being called back. Anderson said "We
would have really won big if the
referees had only thrown Buckley out of
the game sooner! "
The defense, lead by Wolverine back
Ernie Vargo (reliving his glory days as
a defensive back for OSU), stymied the
opposing learn's offense.

Vargo inter

cepted 2 passes and sacked the quar
terback for losses 3 times on blitzes.
Anderson exclaimed on behalf of the
seniors, "Winning this championshjp
makes up for almost 3 long years
without a date!"

.s

I

By Joseph Mazzarese

9. a mail service

"The

a team called The Breakers, and according to Harris ''whumped on 'em' "
\\'itb a 9-7 victory. Next the Fish beat

Crossword
\cross
I. decorative cord
7. like

saying

ndmg of Kevm muddy T
wmmg .
�
e saved many a �hot. H s got a
.
Wl�g span
et Harr�s
about eight fe
satd.
Hams also felt pa_rt of their
problen: was the lack of audlence at the
I.M. bUildmg, where the contests were
held.

q
II

17. legal problems
19. before verse or corn
20. appr·opriate
21. bay window
25 view
26 evaluates again
29.
31.
32.
34.

passion
hot crime
promises
begins again

37 rational
H. 1m1tator
-12. release
44. rap
45. island
Down
l . roofmg material

2 seized for trial
3. engrave
4. mend clothes
5. other
6. record type
7 attacks
a mug
9 dad
10. not in
13. roman 551

16. fourteenth leltt>r
17. house < 1tahanl
18 griel
22 about
23. tax-sheltered accounts
24. organ
27. Jaw cousc, for short·
28. chemical symbol for tin
33 compass point
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3<1 strike
35. Federal agency
:!6. seine
37. knight'slitle
38 hail!
3!1. rema1nder ..tiler deduclwns
-10. before

- .

�·eature
Hart Broken A t Mich igan Law
By Rob Shantz
It all started during the first regular
meeting of Professor Pooley's Contrac
ts Class. There I was filling out my
"Bingo" card, thinking of funny names
to write on the sealing chart <Monty
Python, Benny Hill, etc.>. and
generally acting like a first year Jaw
student when Professor Pooley called
on me. I was simultaneously nervous

clown that Pooley calls on for Hawkins

Houseman all have two syllables.

\'. McGee comes by with this move-time

Shantz and Hart are each one syllable
words. Hart was from the midwest,
and I'm from the midwest. Harvard's

Now get the hell out of here before you

football team

sucks

and so does

Michigan's. Il was eerie. I was remin
ded of the penny I bought when I was
twelve which had JFK's head stamped

Halfway down the stairs the idea hit
me.

Of course!

I was trapped in

some kind of movie time warp.
similarities

The

were too numerous to

zgnore.
and excited-nervous because I had not

on it and was glued to a tract listing

read the case very closely and excited
because I could quickly add my own
name to the "Bingo" card and cover a
space. My nervousness proved to be

parallels in the lives of Lincoln and
Kennedy. Even then I had an enquiring
mind.

well-founded.
Professor Pooley
thoroughly schooled me on Hawkins v.
McGee, The "hairy hand" case.
As l walked out of the classroom that
day, I felt ill. Half-way down the stairs
of Hutchins Hall, though, the idea hit
me. Of course! I was trapped in some
kind or movie-time warp.
The
similarities were too numerous to
ignore. Pooley is an Englishman who
teaches law but enjoys acting.
Houseman s
i an Englishman who acts

RG Pleads
For More
Staffers
,..

Law

.

In

"Damn it," he said. "Every year the

for a living but teaches Jaw in an en
joyable movie. Pooley, Kingsfield, and

The first thing I did the next day was
go looking for Lindsay Wagner. I saw a
girl that looked just like her walking
across campus so I followed her home.
Feeling cocky, I knocked on her door.
Unfortunately, it was answered by a
rather large gentleman who appeared
to be "Lindsay's" boyfriend. I patien
�ly explain to him that I was trapped
m a move-tune warp and would need to
spend the night with his girlfriend to

�

fulfiU my destiny. He didn't buy it.

Against all odds and overcoming
Herculean obstacles like broken coffee
machines, we present you the RG once
more. Nothing much has changed on
the outside, but it's the first s
i sue spor
ting our new 1985 staff, notably
featuring Steve Hunter as Managing
Editor. II you look at our staffbox,
you'll notice (not that you ever looked
at it before) that aU of the pag�itor
positions, like Feature and Sports and

warp story.

What a bunch of flakes !

have to sue me for the difference bet
ween a good face and a bloodv broken
'
face." ! limply walked away. A few weeks later, after a par
ticularly late night with David Letter
man, I glanced out of my window to see
Pooley walking across the Quad.

I'm

gonna have to gel up pretty early to
keep up with him I thought. The next
day I set my alarm for ten a.m. You've
got to break into these things graduaJiy.
As the end of the term approached, 1
bad more and more difficulty doing the
things Hart had done in The Paper
Chase.

To begin with, I tried to find

in New York with an associateship assured as soon
as I passed the bar.
My problem is that I have been unable to pass the
bar. My term as a clerk expired several months
ago and the firm asked me to resign. I took a job
as a toll collector on the New Jersey turnpike

because it was aJJ I could get. My boyfriend, a prac
ticing attorney, has broken our engagement.

After seven years of higher education, I question the
meaning of it aJJ. At this moment aJJ I can see aheao
is misery and despair.

ninth floor of the Legal

Research

Building. Without even opening il, I
folded the grade report into a paper
airplane and launched it toward the
library pit below. As luck would have
it, a slight wind caught the craft and

any questions.
copies of exams Pooley had written as a
student, but Cambridge was a little out
of my way. And, although l found plen
ty of obnoxious personalities to form a
study group with, I could not convince

blew it to a third-year Jaw review type
standing near the edge of thP pit. He
opened it and began laughing so hard
that he fell over the side. Ask me if l
care.

one of them to wear a large bow tie to
Pooley's cocktail party.

Opinion, remaln unfilled.
Yes folks.
you need look no farther for the <un
paid) job of your dreams: an editorship
on the RG.
Working here really is an oppor
tunity. You can share your views, ad
vice, aspirational standards and
recipes. You can write about things
that matter to you, and help make this

tisls. copy editors, humor specialists.
ad salespeople and beer runners. No
skill too modest.
To make it easier for you to overcome
that initial inertia, we're offering a
free beer and pretzels this
bribe:
very after n3on at four. We Jive at
408 Hutchins Hall. Nonserious inquiries
are welcome.

place more of a community. We need
writers, photographers. graphic ar-

..,
Compiled by Nora Kelly
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Dear Ann Landers: Four years ago I graduated
from a prestigious law school with high hopes of a
promising career. I clerked for one of the top firms

In one last tribute to The Paper
Chase, I climbed to the balcony on the

intelligence enough to bother us with

dim memory, here's a plea to Ann Landep, that
should put some fear back in those hearts, where it
be��:

was a booger on it.

finals because no one respected our

complacent in their old age, with the white
knuckled panic of the LSAT and first-year exams a

I

I took the final exam and began waiting
for that vile piece of paper which can
dominate young lives, the grade report.
The report arrived several weeks later.
The mere sight of it repulsed me; there

necessary to get a hotel room before

Ann advised her to get help from her favorite professor
and keep trying. . . Hope she makes it and aU. but I
would have liked a friendly face in the toU booth
when I roll through in the IS-Wheeler I expect to be

Just in case any graduating seniors have �orne

enough to bother us with any questions.

My friends and I did not find it

the Raw

Bar Takes Its Toll

Finally my ordeal neared its end. My
friends and I did not find it necessary to
get a hotel room before finals because
no one respected our intelligence

driving after the bar. See you on the turnpike!

Trapped by New Law
A lot of people complain that seat-belt Jaws take
away their liberty. In some cases, they may be
right. The day after New York's mandatory seat
belt Jaw went into effect, a deputy was caJJed to the
rescue of a "rather large" woman trapped by her
seat-belt in a supermarket parking lot. The deputy
had to brave a stream of verbal abuse from the irate
woman as he attempted to extricate her. She was,
he said. "highly critical of the new law." It was id
fficult to open the belt buckle because it apparently
had never been used, even though the car was a 1972
or 1973 model.
Detroit Free Press 12/7/84

A nyone Got A Spare Nut
shell?
Looking for some 'hands on' experience while
you're in law school? �lall Otero. 18, or Las Lunas,
N.M., decided that the best way to get legal ex
perience before staring
t
law school (or college, for
that matter) was to become a judge. Just six mon
ths out of high schooL Otero managed to get elected
probate judge, beating his 75-year-old opponent by
700 votes.
Otero ran for the position because of a strong in
terest in politics and because "this was about the
only race I was qualified for. " In New Mexico, any
registered voter can run for probate judge. Otero is
preparing for his perfect $5,200 per year part-time
job by reading up on probate law.
National Law Journai iZ/24/84

